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Corporate and Small
Business Gift Guide
Thanks for thinking of Proper Popcorn for your gifts!
Within these pages you will find many options for gift giving
with us. If you don't see what you are looking for, let us know!
We can craft custom gifts for any occasion.



Hi, we're Proper Popcorn.
Small batch popcorn crafted here In
Knoxville, Tennessee.

At Proper Popcorn, you can choose from our 50+ 
non-GMO, hand-crafted, small batch popcorn flavor
combinations and create your perfect popcorn treat! 

Proper Popcorn is the perfect place for a family
outing, date night, or getting a gift for a loved one.

Impress your coworkers or business associates with a
unique gift they’ll actually want. Be everyone's
favorite secret Santa with popcorn gifts and treats.

Proper Popcorn is your one-stop shop for homegrown
goodness and hand-crafted cravings.



This popcorn is amazing! 
So many delicious and

interesting flavors...the dill
pickle and dark chocolate with

sea salt are to die for! 
I’ll be buying for all my

Christmas gifts this year!
J E N N I F E R  C .
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Tin Popcorn

Our tins range in sizes and designs so there is
something for every price point here! See page
5 for details and pricing.

Popcorn Sampler Gift Baskets

Bagged Popcorn

These are a great way to offer a variety of
flavors all wrapped up in a nice gift box. See
page 8 for pricing and options.

Choose from multiple sizes of our bagged
popcorn for your clients! See sizing on page 11.

Gift Ideas
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Popcorn Tins

gift tin one gallon 2 gallon 3.5 gallon 6.5 gallon
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Popcorn Tins

1 Gallon Tin - 1 flavor 

2 Gallon Tin - up to 3 flavors 

3.5 Gallon Tin - up to 3 flavors 

6.5 Gallon Tin - up to 3 flavors  

Gift Tin - 3 flavors

starting at $27 

starting at $45

starting at $66 

starting at $89 

starting at $21 

starting at $54 UT Branded Tins - up to 3 flavors

Pricing varies based on flavor category. Pricing shown comes
from choosing the classic flavor category. To view all flavors, visit 
properpopcorn.com/pages/shop-by-flavor
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2 gallon designs
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6.5 gallon designs

UT Tins (3 gal)

3.5 gallon designs

*All designs subject to availability



Popcorn Sampler Gift Baskets

Favs Sampler 5 Pack $45.99

Mix Pack $52.99

Zebra Drizzle
Movie Theater
Cheddar
Caramel
Kettle

Proper Mix
Neyland Mix
Knoxville Mix
Zebra Drizzle
Cookies & Cream

Assorted snack size bags of popcorn in a gift box wrapped
with cellophane & tied with a Proper Popcorn ribbon.
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Holiday Sampler Gift Baskets

Holiday Sampler 4 Pack $41.99

Holiday Sampler 5 Pack $51.99

Holiday CLASSICS 5 Pack $45.99
Movie Theater
Reindeer Munch
Caramel
Cheddar

Reindeer Munch
Movie Theater
Zebra Drizzle
Cheddar
Caramel

Reindeer Munch
Movie Theater
Cheddar
Caramel
Kettle

Assorted snack size bags of popcorn in a gift box wrapped with
cellophane & tied with a Proper Popcorn ribbon.
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You Pick Popcorn Samplers

You Pick Sampler Starting at $44

Holiday You Pick Sampler Starting at $44

Zebra Drizzle
Proper Mix

You Pick 3!
 

Reindeer Munch
Proper Mix

You Pick 3!
 

Choose 3 flavors in addition to our most popular bags of
popcorn to craft your own gift basket! 
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Pricing varies based on flavors chosen. Pricing shown Includes classic flavor category.



Bagged Popcorn
In addition to our tins, we offer five sizes of our craft popcorn in

convenient bags. Choose your size and any one of our 50+ flavors.

To view pricing and flavors, visit
properpopcorn.com/products/bagged-popcorn
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Ready to order?
If you're ready to go ahead with our gifting
options or have any more questions, email us
at Info@properpopcorn.com

All pricing subject to change.
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